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Kickstarter is a website that allows creators to campaign and promote their creative work to a 

large audience, in hopes that the audience will pledge money and help to raise the creators 

target goal. The people that pledge money are thanked by using rewards that are earned 

with different money amounts that are pledged. These can be anything and are set by the 

creator of the campaign.  

According to stats that are on the website, there has been a total of $2,670, 436, 216 

pledged to projects on Kickstarter, with 113,623 projects being successful funded. Although, 

there is only around a 35% chance of a project being successful, with a total of 204,026 

projects being unsuccessfully funded by their deadline. This makes the use of the website a 

well calculated risk, and why a successful and effective campaign is needed in order to 

funded well. 

After spending some time researching effective Kickstarter campaigns for short films that a 

somewhat similar to my own ideas, I have found an example of how a campaign is 

successfully done, although the campaign is yet to reach its $3000 target goal. I have 

discovered from looking through and selecting what I found the most interesting to be, that 

not all the campaigns have any trailers or footage of the film. These campaigns are more to 

pitch the idea to the audience than show them apart of the film, which can be both effective 

and ineffective.  

The campaign I found was relatively more alike with my own idea, this being the use of magic 

and portals and the theme of peoples souls, desires and wishes. This campaign was called 

‘The Maker’. This is a short film about the character of the ‘Maker’ who help people to 

understand themselves by interacting with a person’s soul and guide to healing, while the 

makers carry the people’s burdens. He has mentor his apprentice who will become a ‘Maker’ 

herself one day. The film will take place over one day. 

 

The campaign has reached a total of $1687 of the $3000 the creators pledged for, with only 9 

days left of the campaign [as of 19/10/16] and 29 backers. The overall campaign is a 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/andrewesteskennedy/the-maker-a-short-film/description


successful and professional looking campaign as it shows a simple but detailed outline of the 

plot of the film without giving too much of the story away and what impact the film has on 

them. This is effective as it details the plot of the story, but it doesn’t give away any spoilers 

so that the audience stay gripped and also shows that the crew are dedicated to the film and 

filmmaking. The campaign also shows the crew and their budget plan of how they will use the 

money, so that pledgers will be able to see how the money raised will be used. This is 

effective as, if people see what the budget will be divided and used on, this information can 

help to influence their choice of pledging as they see that their money will be used effectively 

towards the film and that the crew are dedicated to making short films. The campaign page 

also outlines the risks that they will face, which shows they know what they are up against 

making the film, and also they include contact information so the audience can ask them 

questions regarding the film. 

The support section where the audience pledges money, is also effective in gaining their 

target goal. The pledges range from $5 to $1000, with simple rewards for making a pledge, 

such as a shout out on their social media and your name in the credits, to copies of the film 

and soundtrack, to posters, concept art and props, to being names the producers or 

executive producers in the film. This section is professional and effective in creating a 

successful campaign by making sure that with each amount of money that is pledged to the 

film, they will be well rewarded for their donation.  

The Video that they have added isn’t a trailer for the film, which most people would think is a 

bad idea, but it works more effectively if it isn’t. The video first gives the visuals for the titles, 

which are professional looking. This then goes to showing some concept artwork mixed with 

interviews with the crew discussing the project to the audience, as though they are pitching it 

to the audience so that they can gain the pledges from the audience to reach their goal. This 

makes the video effective because it shows the dedication the crew has to the project and 

gives a better idea for what the money that is pledged will help to create in the end.  

Overall, I think this is a successful campaign for a good looking project. It uses effective 

methods to pitch the idea to the audience, while also outlining the budget breakdown so that 

the audience knows what their pledged money will be used for, while the audience get 

unique and great rewards for thanks for helping with the film. I will take all of these points 

into consideration when it comes to creating my campaign.  

 

 


